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REVIEW OF SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS VOLUME 72, NUMBER 1 JANUARY 2001
Infrared imaging video bolometer for the large helical device
B. J. Peterson,a) M. Osakabe, and M. Shoji
National Institute for Fusion Science, Toki-shi, 509-5292, Japan

N. Ashikawa
Graduate University for Advanced Studies, Toki-shi 509-5292, Japan

~Presented on 21 June 2000!

A new type of infrared imaging bolometer, known as the infrared imaging video bolometer~IRVB!
has been under development at the National Institute of Fusion Science~NIFS! over the last year.
A prototype of this diagnostic has been designed and constructed at NIFS and installed on the large
helical device~LHD! and successfully operated. This diagnostic utilizes a 6639030.001 mm gold
foil mounted in a frame to detect the radiation and neutrals from the plasma which are incident on
the foil through a 1 cmdiameter pinhole. The resulting temperature distribution on the foil is
measured using an AGEMA THV 900 LW infrared camera having 1363272 pixels with a frame
rate of 15 Hz and a nominal sensitivity of 80 mK. An image of the foil and surrounding frame
consisting of 1203160 pixels is resampled down to 12316 pixels using a linear interpolation
scheme. Using a numerical technique the spatial and temporal derivatives of the temperature
distribution on the foil are calculated and the incident power density on the foil is determined using
a calibration of the foil obtained by means of a HeNe laser. The resulting 10314 pixel view of the
plasma radiation at a 15 Hz frame rate has a noise equivalent power density of 0.5 mW/cm2. The
IRVB was mounted on a LHD tangential port for the 1999 campaign. An image of the plasma
radiation during a discharge using the inboard vacuum vessel wall as a limiter shows radiation
localized near the limiting surface. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1319597#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Broadband radiated power measurements on fus
devices are commonly carried out using metal-foil thermo
sistor bolometer elements arranged in either a single dete
arrangement for 2p total radiated power measurement or
single or multiple one-dimensional arrays for one- or tw
dimensional tomography of the plasma radiation.1–3 These
conventional detectors have the disadvantage of requirin
to five wires per channel, which must be brought through
vacuum interface to the bridge electronics circuit, mak
them susceptible to vacuum leaks and electromagnetic n
In order to avoid these problems, bolometers using infra
detectors to measure the temperature of a foil exposed to
plasma were first applied 20 years ago in a single detec
single foil scheme.4,5 The development of infrared~IR! cam-
eras led to the proposal of their use for the purposes of fu
plasma bolometry.6 The suggestion of a method utilizing th
IR camera’s two-dimensional image to provide a tw
dimensional bolometer diagnostic involved a matrix of rais
absorbers which was simultaneously exposed to the pla
through a pinhole and viewed by the IR camera throug
series of IR mirrors and an IR vacuum window.7 This
evolved into a two-dimensional matrix of foil detectors cr
ated by sandwiching a thin foil between two identical copp
masks known as the segmented mask infrared imaging
lometer~SIB!.8 On one side the foil matrix is exposed to th
plasma radiation through a pinhole and on the other side

a!Electronic mail: peterson@LHD.nifs.ac.jp
9230034-6748/2001/72(1)/923/4/$18.00
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resulting temperature rise of the foil pixels is measured by
IR camera through an IR vacuum window. The copper m
serves to define the foil pixel size and arrangement and c
and thermally isolate the foil pixels from each other. Th
concept was first tested on the compact helical system9 and
another version has been installed and operated on the
helical device~LHD!.10 A variation of this diagnostic known
as the infrared imaging video bolometer~IRVB!, which re-
places the foil mask assembly with a single large f
mounted in a frame was recently proposed.11 This concept
relies on a numerical method to solve for the diffusive co
tribution to the change in the foil temperatures instead
relying on the mask to thermally isolate the pixels. Co
pared to the SIB, this results in a five-fold increase in t
sensitivity of the diagnostic with improved spatial resoluti
and experimental flexibility at the cost of the loss of supp
from the mask. In this article we describe the first realizat
of an IRVB in the design, construction, installation an
operation of this diagnostic on the LHD during the 19
experimental campaign.

II. LHD AND ITS DEMANDS FOR DIAGNOSTICS

LHD is the world’s largest helical magnetic plasma co
finement device with a major radius of 3.9 m and an aver
minor radius of 0.6 m. Utilizing superconducting helical a
poloidal field coils, the LHD is designed to explore ne
steady-state operation regimes. The maximum magnetic
at the magnetic axis was 2.9 T during the 1999 campa
The input power was limited to approximately 5 MW o
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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924 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 72, No. 1, January 2001 Peterson et al.
combined neutral beam injection~NBI!, electron cyclotron
resonance heating~ECRH!, and ion cyclotron resonanc
heating with total radiated power up to 2 MW.

Because of the nonaxisymmetric nature of its heli
magnetic field, two-dimensional diagnostics with capabilit
for three-dimensional measurements through tomography
needed to interpret the physics of the LHD. Therefore,
development of imaging bolometers is very appropriate
the LHD. Additionally, since one of the main objectives
the LHD experimental program is to explore the physics
steady-state plasmas, steady-state diagnostics including
lometers are needed. In this respect, infrared imaging bol
eters have a great advantage over conventional thermor
tive bolometers. Thermorsistive bolometers are not w
suited to long term measurement due to signal drift from
detector thermal drift and electronic drift. While thermal dr
in thermoresistive bolometers can be reduced by using a
erence resistive element to balance the sensing resistor
balance is not perfect and this results in a long term drift
the signal. Infrared imaging bolometers are not susceptibl
electronic drift and the thermal drift of the foil and frame
mask is measured and compensated for in the data ana
Therefore, IR imaging bolometers are well suited to stea
state diagnosis.

III. THE DESIGN OF THE IRVB FOR THE LHD

The design of the LHD IRVB is shown in a comput
aided design~CAD! drawing in Fig. 1. The IRVB consists o
a pinhole plate, light shielding tube, foil-in frame, I
vacuum window, soft iron shield and IR camera which a
detailed later. The pinhole plate is made of 5-mm-thick sta
less steel and the circular pinhole is beveled to a minim
diameter of 1 cm. The shielding tube is made of 1-mm-th
aluminum and has a light tight vent located near the IR w
dow to relieve air pressure differences between the ins
and outside of the tube during vacuum pump down. The v
hole is covered with two layers of electroformed grid whi
are used to prevent microwaves from entering the tube
heating the foil or damaging the IR window.12 While it is
possible to install shielding grids over the pinhole also,
chose not to do so at this time as ECRH using high po
microwaves~84 and 168 GHz, 0.4–1 MW! is typically used
on the LHD only to produce a seed plasma for NBI and
grids would decrease the signals level by 20%. The ins
surfaces of the pinhole plate and light shielding tube
blackened with graphite spray to prevent reflection of inf
red light.

The foil-in-frame assembly is shown in Fig. 2. Th

FIG. 1. CAD drawing of side view of the LHD IRVB.
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frame is made from two plates of 2-mm-thick oxygen-fr
copper. A 100310030.001 mm gold foil is sandwiched be
tween the frames exposed on either side by holes in
frame pieces having the dimensions 66390 mm. Bolts are
used to tighten the frames together around the edge of
foil in order to assure good contact between the gold foil a
the frame. Care must be taken to support the foil dur
assembly in the frame until the bolts are tightened. Af
assembly the foil and frame are blackened on the IR cam
side with graphite spray in order to increase the IR emiss
ity. Using a groove and offset hole pattern cut into t
frames, eight light-tight ‘‘wormhole’’ vents are forme
around the periphery of the frame. These vents are inten
to relieve any pressure differences which may arise betw
the two sides of the foil during vacuum pump down and
to air vents.

The vacuum IR window is made from zinc selinid
mounted in a 100 mm inner diameter, 150 mm outer dia
eter vacuum flange. The window is coated for a flat IR tra
mission of greater than 95% over the wavelength range 3
mm. The IR camera is an AGEMA THV 900 LW model wit
a scanning HgCdTe detector and a Stirling cooler. The wa
length range of the camera is 8–12mm, the frame rate is 15
Hz for 1363272 pixels, and the nominal sensitivity is 80 m
at 30 °C. The camera is equipped with a telephoto lens h
ing a field of view of 5310°. A fiber optic link is used to
remotely operate the IR camera from the control room. D
from the camera can be acquired in 12-bit format and sto
in a hard disk. A 6-mm-thick soft iron box is used to shie
the camera from magnetic fields. At a maximum axis ma
netic field of 2.9 T the magnetic field at the IR camera loc
tion is 126 G. Problems with operating this camera at
upper port due to strong magnetic fields have been repo
elsewhere.10 However, we have not experienced any pro
lems with the camera at the tangential port location of
IRVB due to the relatively small value of the stray magne
field at that location~an order of magnitude smaller than th
at the upper port!.

FIG. 2. CAD drawing of frame for foil of the LHD IRVB.
license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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925Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 72, No. 1, January 2001 Plasma diagnostics
The IRVB is installed at a tangential port located 21 c
below the midplane. A CAD drawing of the view of th
bolometer is shown in Fig. 3.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE, CALIBRATION,
AND NOISE EQUIVALENT POWER

In order to determine the incident radiated power den
distribution on the foil, the technique described in Ref. 11
used. Before applying this analysis several steps are ta
First of all, the IR images are compensated to eliminate
effects of reflections of nonthermal objects~such as the IR
camera cooling element! and variations in the blackbod
emissivity of the foil and frame. This is done by subtracti
off a reference image which is taken before the discha
begins. Second, the images are reduced from 1363272 pix-
els to that portion of the image which contains the foil a
part of the surrounding frame which consists of 1203160
pixels. Next, the image is resampled using a linear inter
lation technique to reduce the image to 12316 bolometer
pixels. This is the equivalent of averaging over 100 IR ca
era pixels for each bolometer pixel, which reduces the no
in the temperature measurement by a factor of 10. This
age consists of a one bolometer pixel border viewing
frame and a 10314 bolometer pixel view of the foil. Using
this data the calculation of the incident radiated power d
tribution, Prad(x,y,t), given by Eq.~8! in Ref. 11 is made.
This equation is derived using a solution to the tw
dimensional heat diffusion equation to solve for the diffusi
contribution to the temperature change of the foil. It is
written below by separating it into the time derivative ter
Pt(x,y,t), and the spatial derivative term,Ps(x,y,t):

Prad~x,y,t !5Pt~x,y,t !1Ps~x,y,t !, ~1!

Pt~x,y,t !5t fkl2@T~x,y,t !2T~x,y,t2Dt !#/kDt, ~2!

Ps~x,y,t !5t fk@4T~x,y!2T~x,y1 l !

2T~x,y2 l !2T~x1 l ,y!2T~x2 l ,y!# t2Dt ,

~3!

where l56.3 mm is the dimension of the bolometer pixe
t f51 mm is the thickness of the foil,Dt567 ms is the time

FIG. 3. CAD drawing of the field of view of the LHD IRVB from a
tangential port.
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between IR camera frames~time resolution!, k is the effec-
tive thermal diffusivity of the foil, andk is the effective
thermal conductivity of the foil. The effective thermal con
ductivity and the effective thermal diffusivity are determine
through calibration.

Calibration of the IRVB was carried outin situ using a
10 mW HeNe laser to heat the foil from the IR camera s
using a set of small relay mirrors. The laser beam was aim
at the center of the foil and chopped with a shutter. The be
width of the laser is about 1 mm. By performing the earl
analysis on the resulting data and summing up over the
lometer pixels including and surrounding the beam the
sorbed power as a function of time was calculated includ
the time derivative term and the spatial derivative term. T
thermal diffusivity and the thermal conductivity were a
justed to fit the resulting measured power to the laser be
signal as shown in Fig. 4. One notes from this figure that
time derivative term dominates initially, then gives way
the spatial derivative or diffusive term as the foil reach
thermal equilibrium. When the laser power is turned off t
time derivative term becomes negative as the foil tempe
ture decays, balancing the diffusive term. The matching o
calculated power to the laser curve required a thermal c
ductivity that was 3.5 times the value for gold (kAU53.16
W/cm C! and a thermal diffusivity that was 0.83 times th
value for gold (kAU51.27 cm2/s).Using the chopped HeN
laser we also observed a variation in the decay time a
function of the distance from the frame. This dependen
was modeled as

k~x,y!5k@cos~px/ax!cos~py/ay!#0.4, ~4!

whereax anday are the dimensions of the foil andx andy
are the distances from the center of the foil. Using the
calibration factors data from a LHD discharge is analyzed
Sec. V.

An expression for the noise equivalent power for t
IRVB derived as Eq.~21! in Ref. 11 is rewritten as the nois
equivalent power density~NEPD! by dividing by the bolom-
eter pixel area

FIG. 4. Time evolution of laser power~broken line! and measured lase
power ~diamonds—total, traiangles—time derivative term, squares—spa
derivative term! for k5kAU/1.2 and k53.5kAU .
license or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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h IRVB / l 252A2ktf

s IR

l 2ANIR
S 1

2

l 2

2kDt
11D , ~5!

wheres IR is the IR camera temperature sensitivity andNIR

5100 is the number of IR camera pixels making up o
bolometer pixel. The nominal value ofs IR is 80 mK, how-
ever, we measure and actual value of 190 mK, which we
for the NEPD calculation. When we include the values fok
and k that we determined from the calibration we get
NEPD of 0.5 mW/cm2 for this diagnostic when operated i
10314 pixel mode at 15 Hz.

V. MEASUREMENTS DURING THE LHD EXPERIMENT

In order to demonstrate the usefulness of this diagno
an image taken from a discharge made in the LHD during
1999 experimental campaign is shown in Fig. 5. This ima
comes from a series of discharges where the plasma
scraped off on the inboard vacuum vessel wall. This resu
in a radiation pattern that was localized near the inboard w
as can be seen in the image from the IRVB in Fig. 5 and
image from the charge coupled device~CCD! camera with
an H-a filter as seen in Fig. 6. The grid shown in Fig.
divides up the view into pixels corresponding to the bolo
eter pixels indicated by the axis in Fig. 5. The CCD cam
is located at the same port but on a flange that is slig
above and to the right of the IRVB, therefore it has a sligh
different view. The limit of the field of view of the IRVB as
determined by the vacuum vessel wall and other struct
components is well defined in the image by a zero level
the power density.

VI. DISCUSSION

The difference in the thermal conductivity derived fro
the calibration from the actual value for gold may be due

FIG. 5. Image from the IRVB during a discharge using the inboard wal
a limiter.
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the graphite coating applied to the foil. This may be effe
tively increasing the thickness of the foil and reducing t
sensitivity of the diagnostic without significantly affectin
the diffusivity. The possibility of variation in the sensitivit
across the foil due to nonuniformities in the foil and nonu
formity in the thickness of the applied graphite layer shou
be taken into account in the future by calibrating each s
tion of the foil ~corresponding to each IR camera pixel as
described in Ref. 11!.
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FIG. 6. Image from a CCD camera with H-a filter corresponding to Fig. 5.
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